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WHO WE ARE
For over forty years, ELI has been at the forefront of educational and foreign 
language teaching publications.
With a focus on the main European languages (English, German, French, Spanish, 
Italian) and a wide production of Kindergarten, Primary and Secondary School 
materials, games, monthly magazines, graded readers and much more, ELI is now 
a well-known international brand and a guarantee of quality and creativity.

OUR FOREIGN RIGHTS
Alongside with ELI’s educational titles, in this catalogue we also present a 
selection of products branded La Spiga, ELI’s second publishing brand.

You will find here:

• Pre-School Courses- a rich, carefully balanced range of multi-level courses and 
story-based materials, following the children’s motor, cognitive and expressive 
development. With different approaches and a wide display of supporting tools 
(DVDs, puppets, flashcards, cut - outs…), all these courses aim at enhancing 
children’s curiosity and creativity while developing their speaking, listening and 
pre-writing skills.

• Three main series of reading books – respectively aimed at 
pre-school children, young learners and teenagers. 
These award-winning series are renowned for their 
attentive selection of topics and the fine choice 
of illustration styles. Some are subdivided 
by theme and language level, to cater for the 
learners’ different interests and reading skills. 
Dossiers and focus pages for multi-cultural and 
interdisciplinary connections, fact sheets, reading 
paths with activities are provided.
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ATTUALMENTE (16,5,8x24 cm)

AttualMENTE is the new fiction collection for middle 
and high school which treats themes and aspects of the 
contemporary world. 
All current issues are documented through a wide variety of 
writings, including non-continuous texts, such as graphics, 
tables or cards, with particular attention to the kids’ experience, 

with the aim to involve them and raise their interest in the 
increasingly complex global issues.
Each cover features a work of contemporary art - a photograph, 
a sculpture, a mural etc. - that introduces the theme of the 
book, emotionally involving kids and raising questions for 
debate. 

G. Di Vita
Costituzione e legalità
Constitution and Legality
The first three chapters are devoted to 
the Constitution and to the main Italian 
and European institutions. The other 
four deal with social issues, such as 
new technologies, solidarity, tolerance 
and environmental issues. At the end 
of the volume there is an anthology 
section of texts and numerous teaching 
activities.
128 Pages

V. Giuliani
E TU? - Percorsi di cittadinanza
attiva per comprendere il nostro 
tempo
And you? – Citizenship to Better 
Understand Our Time
The nine stories outlined in this book are the 
starting point for reflection on key topics 
of our time and on issues of common 
interest to teenagers. Among the activities 
proposed are searching information, 
data interpretation, document collection, 
source consultation, understanding of 
different text types, information selection, 
processing of one’s own product, drawing 
up of a written text and the production of a 
convincing oratory.
144 Pages

S. Lisi, C. Piccinini, F. Senigagliesi 
Sguardo sul mondo 
A Look on the World
The book, mainly non-fiction, presents 
various content types, including even 
those usually not addressed in the 
anthologies: continuous texts, literary 
and essays, and non-continuous texts, 
such as graphs and cards. Ample space 
is reserved to authentic newspaper 
articles. Subjects covered: new 
technologies, global power, respect for 
rules, drugs, emigration.
176 Pages

R. Melchiorre 
Storie di oggi
Today’s Stories
A collection of stories enriched with 
original documents for a deeper 
understanding of the issues presented. It 
starts with a narrative text, then proceeds 
to analyse the described phenomena, 
their causes, consequences, and their 
dimensions. Each text is accompanied 
by explanatory notes and educational 
activities aimed at the development 
of key competencies important for 
citizenship.
144 Pages

new

new
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Caccia al tesoro 3 - 4 - 5
Treasure Hunt 3 - 4 - 5
D. Mecenero, V. Veronesi             CEFR: A1

Pippopotamo 3 - 4 - 5
Pippopothamus 3 - 4 - 5
V. Veronesi CEFR: A1

The activity sheets in each volume follow the course of the changing seasons, 
with highlights on important yearly festivals and celebrations. For each season, 
the Pirate Stories section offers a story and illustrated pages to colour. Creative 
activities are included at the end of each volume. The third volume, for 5 years 
old, contains a special insert called A Treasure of Letters and Numbers. With the 
full-colour Teacher’s Book teachers can customise their teaching programme.

For the student
Student’s Book 3 year olds (26x28,5 cm, 60 pages)
Student’s Book 4 year olds (26x28,5 cm, 84 pages)
Student’s Book 5 year olds (26x28,5 cm, 124 pages)

For the teacher
Obiettivo infanzia – Teacher’s Book (21x29,7 cm, 408 pages)

Creative tasks with cut-outs and classroom games are included at the end of 
each volume.
Teachers can personalise the proposed teaching programme with the use of the 
full-colour Teacher’s Book.

For the student
Student’s Book 3 year olds (26x28,5 cm, 60 pages)
Student’s Book 4 year olds (26x28,5 cm, 84 pages)
Student’s Book 5 year olds (26x28,5 cm, 124 pages)

For the teacher
Scuola in festa – Teacher’s Book (21x29,7 cm, 840 pages)

con le storie dei pirati 
e i LAVORETTI CREATIVI

storie dei 
TTI CREATIVI

soro Teal 
Caccia 

Diego Mecenero - Valentina Veronesi

PERCORSI PER LA SCUOLA 
DELL’INFANZIA

Per i pirati Per il capitano

Guida didattica

€ 9,00
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Quaderno operativo - 3 ANNI

Quaderno operativo - 4 ANNI

Quaderno operativo - 5 ANNI

3
ANNI

CON ALL’INTERNO
LA SEZIONE

UN TESORO DI 
LETTERE E NUMERI

CON
LAVORETTI

CREATIVI
ALL’INTERNO

CON
LAVORETTI

CREATIVI
ALL’INTERNO

CON
LAVORETTI

CREATIVI
ALL’INTERNO

copertina caccia al tesoro_3Anni.indd   1 08/04/15   12:58

cop 3 anni.indd   1 02/04/14   11:41

3 Exercise books for age group 3 to 5 which take children on a 
fantastic pirate adventure!

Fostering a harmonious development and learning in early 
childhood, this three-level course aims at developing the 
children’s cognitive, expressive and motor skills in a carefully 
balanced way.

Sample pages

scan this qrcode

Sample pages

scan this qrcode
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Lalla e Pa
Lalla and Pa - Between Letters and Numbers
L. Buccolini, P. Petrucci CEFR: A1

The course includes 2 DVDs with 3 hours of 30 cartoons episodes with the 
adventures of Lalla and the little alien Pa, a variety of didactic materials, stories 
and songs. 
A QR Code at the bottom of the pages link to extra materials as songs, videos, 
exercises online. 
A special Activity Book is a stimulating complement to the Student’s Book with 
cut-outs and characters to colour.
The Teacher can personalise the teaching programme with the help of the 
Teacher’s Book.

For the student
Student’s Book and Activity Book (26x28,5 cm, 124 pages)
2 DVDs

For the teacher
Teacher’s Book (23x28,5 cm, 128 pages)
2 DVDs

tra LETTERE 
e NUMERI 

Laura Buccolini • Paolo Petrucci

LALLA  e PAtra LETTERE e NUMERI 
LALLA  e PA

LE AVVENTURE

LALLA   e  PADI

DVD 1

DIGITAL AUDIO

S.I.A.E.
300 W 1413
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Personaggi da coloraree ritagliare e tanti sfondiper inventare nuove storie

✁

IL MONDOLALLA   e  PADi

2 DVD con oltre 3 ore di disegni 
animati, contenuti didattici,  
canzoni e racconti

Il mondo di Lalla e Pa da colorare e ritagliare

Approfondimenti nella guida didattica

LA
LLA e PA

 tra LETTERE e N
U

M
ERI

Laura Buccolini • Paolo Petrucci

Per gli AlUnni
Quaderno operativo ideato come testo ponte nel passaggio verso la Scuola 
Primaria. Oltre a una particolare attenzione per la scrittura, esso approfondisce 
tutti i temi legati a diversi percorsi educativi, da quello alimentare a quello 
stradale, da quello sull’identità a quello sull’affettività e cittadinanza.
Il quaderno è caratterizzato dalla presenza di codici QR a fondo pagina, grazie 
ai quali i bambini possono accedere ad approfondimenti e contenuti extra.

2 DVD che contengono 30 episodi animati, della durata complessiva di oltre 3 
ore, con le vicende di Lalla e del piccolo alieno Pa, arricchiti da contenuti didattici, 
racconti e canzoni. 

Allegato laboratoriale Il mondo di Lalla e Pa contiene i fondali dei cartoni
animati e i personaggi da colorare e ritagliare.

Per l’insegnAnte
La guida didattica rivolta agli insegnati spiega e approfondisce le attività proposte 
nel quaderno operativo e nei disegni animati mostrandone le modalità
d’uso e fornendo ulteriori attività.

2 DVD che contengono 30 episodi animati, arricchiti da contenuti didattici, 
racconti e canzoni, permettono di veicolare gli apprendimenti in modo divertente 
e accattivante.  

Personaggi da colorare
e ritagliare e tanti sfondi

per inventare nuove storie

✁

IL MONDO
LALLA   e  PADi

LE AVVENTURELALLA   e  PA
DI

DVD 1

DIGITAL AUDIO
S.I.A.E.
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€ 11,00
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Copertina_pre_DEF.indd   1 23/02/16   10:29

Lalla e Pa is a new story-based course for children aged between 
3 and 5, paying special attention on writing and focussing on 
special educational paths like food, road safety, personal identity, 
emotions or citizenship.

Sample pages

scan this qrcode
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Children will gradually learn to recognise letters and numbers and will practise 
with fun on the lines and squares pages.  
The volume is organised in two sections: one is dedicated to pre-reading and 
writing tasks, the other to pre-school maths activities. 

For the student
Student’s Book (26x28,5 cm, 72 pages)

Valentina Veronesi

Cuccioli

PERCORSO DI PRELETTURA
PRESCRITTURA

PRECALCOLO

tra righe
   e quadretti

Cuccioli
     righe
     quadretti
tra
   e

Cuccioli tra righe e quadretti
Valentina Veronesi

€ 8,50

Cuccioli tra righe e quadretti è indirizzato agli alunni che 
frequentano l’ultimo anno della Scuola dell’Infanzia, e si 
propone come strumento operativo ideale nell’ottica di 
una reale continuità con la Scuola Primaria.
Le attività proposte sviluppano un percorso graduale 
che attraverso l’approfondimento dei prerequisiti porta 
il bambino all’acquisizione delle capacità strumentali 
indispensabili all’apprendimento del codice scritto.

copertina PPP.indd   1 07/04/15   22:39

At the heart of the course are the concepts of discovery, creativity, curiosity 
and imagination. Special Workshop sections to create funny toys and organise 
games are included, as well as Lalla’s and Pa’s video songs. The Percorsi 
Operativi Teacher’s Guide offers a wide range of activities including drama,the 
most effective way to revise and consolidate content.

For the student
Student’s Book 3 years olds (26x28,5 cm, 72 pages)
Audio CD 3 years olds
Student’s Book 4 years olds (26x28,5 cm 96 pages)
Audio CD 4 years olds
Student’s Book 5 years olds (26x28,5 cm, 108 pages)
DVD 5 years olds

For the teacher
Percorsi operativi – Teacher’s Book (23x28,5 cm, 948 pages)
2 Audio CDs
DVD

Valentina Veronesi - Diego Mecenero

3
anni

Con le videocanzoni 
di Lalla e Pa

Approfondimenti nella 
guida Percorsi operativi

Allegati laboratori 
per la costruzione 
di lavoretti e giochi

€ 9,50

Per gli ALUNNI

QUADERNI OPERATIVI 
per i bambini di 3, 4 e 5 anni

In allegato QUADERNI LABORATORIALI
per la costruzione di bigliettini e giochi

Per l’INSEGNANTE

GUIDA DIDATTICA
ricca di proposte

e attività laboratoriali

TaNTe sTorie

io e L'AmbieNte 

io e La mUsica

Scopro i NUmeri

io Faccio Festa

Percorsi 
operativi 

Per l'insegnAnte

Percorsi Operativi si propone come Guida didattica a 
supporto di un nuovo modo di interpretare la professione 
dell’insegnante, come strumento che offre nuovi spunti 
e idee attraverso percorsi differenziati, inseriti nel 
macroprogetto annuale: la scuola come angoli colorati 
di gioco e apprendimento, supportato dai laboratori che 
puntano sulla didattica del fare.

2 CD audio ????????
 

1 DVD con le canzoni di Lalla e Pa ????????

Per gli AlUnni

I quaderni operativi ??????? ???????????

€ ???????
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Con le videocanzoni

AMICI 
SPECIALI

a cura di Valentina Veronesi

Laboratori e drammatizzazioni 
per la Scuola dell'Infanzia

Con programmazione e schede di verifica

 Il bambino:• Si muove nell’ambiente sia in modo libero che guidato.

  sì  no  in parte

•  Conosce persone e ambienti della scuola sentendosi accolto 

  sì  no  in parte

• Ha imparato a controllare la paura del distacco materno.

  sì  no  in parte

• Esprime emozioni e sentimenti.  sì  no  in parte

• Conosce la propria identità sessuale e quella degli altri.

  sì  no  in parte

• Conosce le principali regole della vita di sezione.

  sì  no  in parte

• Partecipa al gioco libero e guidato e a tutte le attività pr

  sì  no  in parte

• Socializza in un contesto ludico.  sì  no  in parte

• Mostra interesse per alcune musiche e canzoncine.

  sì  no  in parte

• Prova a dipingere e crea scarabocchi.

  sì  no  in parte

 Verifi ca competenze 3 anni 

Data ....................................... – Nome .....................................
......................................

120

accoGlieNza

C

o.accolto aterno.

degli altri.one.e le attività pr

canzoncine.

..................................................................................120

Data ....................................... – Nome ...................................................................................................367

 Il bambino:•  Sa effettuare mescolanze per ottenere nuovi colori.  sì  no  in parte• Sa riconoscere i colori derivati e denominarli.  sì  no  in parte• Sa utilizzare colori, tecniche e materiali in composizioni proposte e spontanee.  sì  no  in parte• Sa osservare le cose, isolare la qualità e eff ettuare raggruppamenti in base al colore.  sì  no  in parte• Utilizza tecniche diverse per realizzare campiture.  sì  no  in parte• Sa ascoltare e comprendere brevi testi narrativi.  sì  no  in parte• Sa descrivere immagini con brevi frasi.  sì  no  in parte•  Conosce le sfumature, i contrasti e le assonanze di colore, anche nella realtà.  sì  no  in parte• Sa discriminare e denominare i colori caldi e freddi.  sì  no  in parte• Realizza tavole cromatiche.  sì  no  in parte• Sa completare o riprodurre in modo personale opere d’arte.  sì  no  in parte

 Verifi ca competenze 4-5 anni 

© elilaspigaedizioni
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Percorsi operativi 

Allegati 2 CD AUDIO
 

1 DVD con le videocanzoni di Lalla e Pa
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Percorsi operativi 

LALLA   e  PADI
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operativi 
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io e La mUsica
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io Faccio Festa

ACCOGLIENZA

io VEdo

io mangio

io soNo

ACCOGLIENZA

io VEdo

io mangio

PUlito e profumato

io soNo

a cura di Valentina Veronesi

Laboratori e drammatizzazioni 
per la Scuola dell'Infanzia

Con programmazione e schede di verifica

 Il bambino:

• Si muove nell’ambiente sia in modo libero che guidato.

  sì  no  in parte

•  Conosce persone e ambienti della scuola sentendosi accolto nel nuovo ambiente.

  sì  no  in parte

• Ha imparato a controllare la paura del distacco materno.

  sì  no  in parte

• Esprime emozioni e sentimenti.

  sì  no  in parte

• Conosce la propria identità sessuale e quella degli altri.

  sì  no  in parte

• Conosce le principali regole della vita di sezione.

  sì  no  in parte

• Partecipa al gioco libero e guidato e a tutte le attività proposte.

  sì  no  in parte

• Socializza in un contesto ludico.

  sì  no  in parte

• Mostra interesse per alcune musiche e canzoncine.

  sì  no  in parte

• Prova a dipingere e crea scarabocchi.

  sì  no  in parte

 Verifi ca competenze 3 anni 

© elilaspigaedizioni
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 Il bambino:•  Sa effettuare mescolanze per ottenere nuovi colori.

  sì  no  in parte• Sa riconoscere i colori derivati e denominarli.

  sì  no  in parte• Sa utilizzare colori, tecniche e materiali in composizioni proposte e spontanee.

  sì  no  in parte• Sa osservare le cose, isolare la qualità e eff ettuare raggruppamenti in base al colore.

  sì  no  in parte• Utilizza tecniche diverse per realizzare campiture.

  sì  no  in parte• Sa ascoltare e comprendere brevi testi narrativi.

  sì  no  in parte• Sa descrivere immagini con brevi frasi.
  sì  no  in parte•  Conosce le sfumature, i contrasti e le assonanze di colore, anche nella realtà.

  sì  no  in parte• Sa discriminare e denominare i colori caldi e freddi.

  sì  no  in parte• Realizza tavole cromatiche.  sì  no  in parte• Sa completare o riprodurre in modo personale opere d’arte.

  sì  no  in parte

 Verifi ca competenze 4-5 anni 

© elilaspigaedizioni
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Valentina Veronesi
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Con le videocanzoni

AMICI 
SPECIALI

DVD 1-2.indd   3 21/03/16   04:04

2 AUDIO CD
con  canzoncine originali, 

uno per i bambini di 3 anni 
e l’altro per quelli di 4 anni.
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Valentina Veronesi - D
iego M

ecenero

Cuccioli tra righe e quadretti
Young Animals Between Lines and Squares
V. Veronesi CEFR: A1

Amici speciali
Special Friends
V. Veronesi, D. Mecenero CEFR: A1

This book provides a path af activities to develop pre-reading, 
pre-writing, pre-counting skills in children aged between 3 and 5.

The nice girl Lalla and the little alien Pa are the special friends 
featured in this three-level course. They will accompany the children 
on their learning path to Primary School. 

Sample pages
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The course is divided in thematical units presenting daily routine situations, 
and is enriched by cut-outs, portfolio, card games at the end of the volume. 
The lovely Jolly Jester puppet, the Audio CDs and a set of colour flashcards will 
engage the whole class in a fun English learning experience.
Teacher’s can personalise their teaching programme with the Teacher’s Book.

For the student
Student’s Book (26x28,5 cm, 48 pages)

For the teacher
Teacher’s Book (21x29,7 cm, 80 pages)
Audio CD
48 Flashcards (14,8x21 cm, 48 pages)
Jolly Jester puppet

•  
Pagine speciali:  
My Portfolio 

•  
Gioco di memory  
da ritagliare

Lisa Suett – Valentina Veronesi

 JOLLY 
     JESTER

 JOLLY 
     JESTER

IL MIO PRIMO LIBRO DI INGLESE

€ 7,50

Quaderno operativo per 

l’ALUNNO
Guida operativa per l’INSEGNANTE
con schede fotocopiabili

48 FLASHCARDS
a colori per giochi e attività  
di gruppo

Marionetta
di Jolly Jester 
per drammatizzazioni 
da fare in classe

AUDIO CD
con dialoghi 
e canzoncine

CD 1

DIGITAL AUDIO

300 W 2100
S.I.A.E.
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Lisa Suett – Valentina Veronesi

The course is divided in thematical units presenting daily routine situations, 
and is enriched by a range of craft activities and photocopiable sheets to be 
found in the Teacher’s Book. 
The course includes an Audio CD, flashcards and 3 posters: colours, food and 
animals. 

For the student
Student’s Book (26x28,5 cm, 48 pages)

For the teacher
Squitty – Teacher’s Book with Audio CD (21x29,7 cm, 80 pages)
48 Flashcards (14,8x21 cm)
3 Posters (50x70 cm)

Mariagrazia Bertarini
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CORSO DI LINGUA INGLESE PER LA SCUOLA DELL’INFANZIA
Il corso si compone di:

PER GLI ALUNNI:
Quaderno operativo

PER L’INSEGNANTE:
Guida operativa

Audio CD
con dialoghi, filastrocche e canzoncine

46 Flashcards  

3 Posters 

COLOURS

RED
BLUE

YELLOW

GREEN PINK ORANGE AND BROWN

P 8.50

Jolly Jester
Jolly Jester
L. Suett, V. Veronesi             CEFR: A1

Squitty
Squeaky
M. Bertarini             CEFR: A1

Jolly Jester in an English course for children from 3 to 5 years old, 
full of colourful illustrations, games, music and movement ideas to 
develop speaking, listening, and pre-writing skills. 

An introduction to the English language for children at Nursery 
School.

Sample pages

scan this qrcode

Sample pages

scan this qrcode
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A fantastic collection of books, with wonderful 
illustrations and words for pre-school children. 

Lilliput offers a mix of real life stories and original tales. Reading is such a beautiful 
adventure, to be started as soon as possible, and Lilliput is the perfect place to do it! 
Books are also available for iPad. Find more on www.leggolilliput.it

ANDERSEN Prize 2017
In May 2017 Lilliput was awarded the Andersen Prize 2017 and declared the winner as the 

Best Fiction Series of the year. Here is the motivation, in the Jury’s own words:

“For the careful selection of texts and images, enhanced by an excellent book design and a great 

editorial care. For a project that offers quality stories to read together, equally suitable for the first 

reading experiences and for autonomous reading. For the inherent variety of the collection itself, which 

leaves open infinite possibilities of future development. “

www.andersen.it/collananarrativa2017

Umberto Sebastiano
Tilda e le parole magiche
Tilda and the Magic Words
A colorful book to discover the 
value of friendship and the magic 
of words.

Susanna Mattiangeli
Un cappuccetto al rovescio
Little Red Inside Out
Little Red Riding Hood from the 
end to the beginning, because 
the most loved fairy tales always 
works.

Lilith Moscon, Ilaria Falorsi
Il piccolo regno nel bosco
The Little Kingdom in the Wood
An amazing and poetic fairy tale 
to discover the charm of seasons.

Chiara Lorenzoni
Il Natale di Mirtillo
Bluberry’s Christmas
What would happen if Santa Claus 
were ill? Luckily, there’s Blueberry 
the Elf!

Cristina Marsi
Puzza e verdura
Stink and Vegetables
The story of a Bear that eat a lot, 
smells bad but it’s in love…

Gabriele Rebagliati
Grattaciela
She, The Skyscraper
A poetic fairy tale to learn that 
everybody has his/her own place 
in the world.

Lilliput
Lilliput
CEFR: A1 Format: 32 Pages - Format: 16,3 x 22,5 cm

new new

new new

new new

Sample pages
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Silvia Vecchini
Il gomitolo azzurro
The Blue Ball of String
Friendship is a long blue string 
that unites, colours, warms and 
heals.

Guia Risari
Se fossi un uccellino
If I were a Little Bird
How many times have we stopped 
to observe the acrobatics of a bird 
in flight? 

Umberto Sebastiano
Tilda e la luna
Tilda and the Moon
Everything appears simpler and 
you can understand that friendship 
is one of the most precious gifts.

Annamaria Gozzi
Una bugia vera
A True Lie
A little lie grow and grow and soon 
it can walk on legs longer than 
dad’s. 

Pino Pace
Dov’è la casa di gatto Nerone?
Where is Nero the Cat’s House?
Nerone is a little lazy indoor cat. 
One day, he found the balcony 
window open and went out to 
discover the world.

Susanna Mattiangeli
Dove porta
A Door to…
How many doors do we encounter 
each day? A book for those entering 
and those leaving.

Annamaria Gozzi
Il segreto del fiore giallo
The Secret of the Yellow Flower
New school, new friends.
A secret to tell…

Francesca Bellacicco
Allegra, il pranzo e il 
coccodrillo
Allegra, the Lunch and the 
Crocodile
When a boring lunch becomes a 
real adventure!

Susanna Mattiangeli
Riga Rossa, Riga Blu
Red Line, Blue Line
A great friendship between two 
lines.

Guia Risari
I tre porcellini d’India
Three Little Indian Pigs
Never under estimate… little Indian 
pigs.

Biagio Effe
Ito
Ito
The compelling and amazing story 
of a curios child.

Gabriele Rebagliati
I granchietti e il mare
The Little Crabs and the See
Sometimes the sea can be spiteful, 
but…
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L’albero dei libri
The Book Tree
CEFR: A1  Format: 14,8x21 cm

L’albero dei libri (The Book Tree) offers 
stories tailored to children’s interests and 
comprehension abilities, both from a linguistic 
and a thematic point of view.
The books are colour-coded according to 
their language and difficulty level: gold, green, 
yellow and orange. 

These are the key features of the books in the 
series:
• For the lower levels, the texts, written in a clear 
and simple language, are subdivided in brief 
chapters, so that the reader can stop reading at any 
time
• For higher levels, the story plots are specially captivating 
and bring to the forefront interesting current issues 
• Beautiful illustrations facilitate reading comprehension
• Fun and entertaining activities and games support 
interaction with the text.

Each level includes titles in five main topic 
areas:
Stories for growing up: presenting young 
people dealing with everyday life problems
The Time Machine: adventures in time, to 

have fun with history
Postcards: adventures where setting and 
landscapes are protagonists
Art: all kind of artistic productions are at the 
centre of these titles: painting, music, theatre...

www.alberodeilibri.com/catalogo/

GOLD SERIES
Stimulating books for the young readers to discover the world all around. The texts teach them to become curious about facts and 
things, and about others, in a never- ending, pleasurable process. The exciting narrative is suitable for multiple reading levels. 

150 candeline
150 Birthday Candles
The incredible story of Max and Mizzy 
in search of their dog Pelù in the world 
of historical personalities of the Italian 
Risorgimento.
112 Pages
Tags: history

Il mondo a cinque cerchi
The Five Circles World
Max and Mizzy are again the 
protagonists of an adventure between 
fantasy and reality. It is 2012, the year 
of the Olympics, and Max cannot give 
up on an event of such importance!
112 Pages
Tags: sport - adventure

INforma ragazzi!
Ideas for Top Shape Kids
A story about passion for sports, which 
can lead boys and girls to change their 
bad food habits to achieve their goals.
112 Pages
Tags: sport - nutrition education

Abbasso lo spreco!
Down with Waste!
Five stories of kids and... a rabbit who 
find themselves entangled in funny 
situations. The stories, however, also 
make the reader think about the role of 
food in our lives.
112 Pages
Tags: nutrition education

Sample pages

scan this qrcode
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GREEN SERIES
Stories and tales in upper-case or lower-case, to facilitate and 
accompany the kids’ progression in reading skills.
The texts convey the pleasure of an exciting, book-long game. 

Mistero alla fattoria Giallogirasole 
Mistery at the Yellow Sunflower Farm
Upper-case characters
OpenDyslexic’s characters
The animals of the Giallogirasole farm 
wake up like every other morning. But 
today is a special day, different from all 
others: Tobia the cat has disappeared!
48 Pages Tags: animals - friendship

Voglio un cane!
I want a dog!
The lonely Giorgio would really love to 
have a dog, but his mom does not want 
to hear about it…
48 Pages Tags: animals

Il topino che voleva leggere
The Little Mouse who Wanted to Read
Gino the mouse wants to learn how to 
read and write, to discover all the magic 
and amazing things contained in books.
48 Pages Tags: emotions 

Una tartaruga extra large
An Extra Large Turtle
Giada and Ludovico decide to buy a 
turtle. Terry the turtle, however, is always 
hungry, and the two siblings end up 
feeding her too much!
48 Pages Tags: animals

Strady 
Antonio the luthier asks Armonia the 
fairy for help to build a violin that can 
make wonderful music. Strady is born. 
In spite of the beautiful sounds he 
generates, though, few people give 
credit to young little Strady. The road to 
become a member of a great orchestra 
will not be easy for him.
48 Pages
Tags: music - self awareness 

Magicalia and Fantalucio
Difficult times. While Magicalia is afraid 
that her parents get divorced, Fantalucio 
is happy to spend Sunday with his dad, 
but dad arrives accompanied by his new 
girlfriend…
48 Pages Tags: emotions 

Alizé contro Perfidia
Alizé against Perfidia
To keep her powers forever, witch Perfidia 
plans to stop time, thanks to a magic 
potion made with baby teeth. Little fairy 
Alizé is the only one struggling to save 
the world. Will she succeed?
64 Pages Tags: fantasy-emotions
 
Lo scacciapaura 
The Fear Buster
This book is about Giulio, all his fears 
and a difficult task that will lead him to 
face them all alone.
48 Pages Tags: emotions

Carletto Rock
Rocker Little Charlie
Carletto the tree has a dream: he wants 
to become a rock star! That is not easy at 
all, but thanks to his courage and many 
friends he will fulfil his dream.
80 Pages Tags: friendship

Rosso Rosso - Clic!
Red red - Click!
Luca and Rossino, a kid and a gold fish, 
every day have a fantastic and thrilling 
adventure together. How can they do that?
48 Pages Tags: emotions

Tommy, Il pesce ciclista
Tommy the Biker Fish
A sardine with a true passion for cycling 
manages, with a lot of determination, 
to build a true bike for fish with bits 
and pieces of an underwater relic. The 
bike is great, but Tommy’s passion can 
become dangerous!
48 Pages
Tags: self-awareness - courage
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Il risveglio della mummia
The Mummy’s Awakening
OpenDyslexic’s characters
Gio and Roby are left for a few days 
under the care of their grandfather Alf, 
a museum custodian. How interesting! 
However, trouble start immediately: a 
mummy has woke up to terrorise the 
town, and they have to stop it!
64 Pages Tags: adventure 

Torno topodomani
I am back the (Mouse-)day after 
tomorrow
Stefano falls asleep wearing his mouse-
like carnival costume. During the night 
Stefano turns into a small mouse… 
and his adventure begins.
80 Pages
Tags: friendship - multiculturalism

Tanti auguri!
Happy Birthday!
Five stories, with different settings and 
protagonists, but all related to the most 
important day for all children: their 
birthday.
112 Pages Tags: emotions

Un Tipo Speciale
A Special Guy
Pablo the bear looks like a giraffe in his 
polka-dotted coat. Someone even think 
he is in fact a giraffe… So Pablo begins a 
quest for a real giraffe, to understand who 
he really is. He will meet several animals, 
each one different from all the others.
64 Pages
Tags: self-awareness - emotions

Derby Giurassico
A Jurassic Derby
Apparently this is a normal commentary 
of an exciting soccer game… But, wait!, 
Something’s out of the ordinary…!
All the players are dinosaurs!
48 Pages
Tags: sport-adventure

YELLOW SERIES
Real and fantasy adventures for children who can now read on their own.
These are books to discover the pleasure of daydreaming following a ribbon of ink. 

Super Ugo
Ugo the caterpillar thinks he is a true 
hero, and tells his friends all about his 
dangerous adventures. He’s hard to 
believe… One day, Ugo needs help for 
good, but will the friends give a hand?
48 Pages
Tags: emotions - friendship

Buon Natale!
Merry Christmas!
Two stories for Christmas time, where 
the protagonists are busy preparing for 
holidays. In the first, Santa Claus and 
his elves are in the spotlight. In the 
second, Befana works hard to get ready 
for the Epiphany night.
48 Pages
Tags: holidays and festivities

Storie con i fiocchi
A Gift of Great Stories
Five stories to guide kids through 
adventurous, entertaining and 
sometimes surprising experiences, in 
the quest for the true Christmas spirit.
112 Pages Tags: festivities

Che spasso la montagna!
The Mountais, what Fun!
Francesco and Alessia are so excited 
with the perspective of holidays at the 
beach! But mom and dad announce 
that those days will be spent on the 
mountains instead… Unexpectedly, 
that will became a most unforgettable 
experience.
112 Pages
Tags: geography - environment 

Dieci milioni di giorni fa
Ten Millon Days Ago
The prehistoric boy Uth decides to go 
hunting like the adults. His prey: the 
bear he has seen the night before while 
sitting by the fire in front of his cavern.
112 Pages Tags: emotions
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Storie sconclusionate
Funny Messy Stories
Very unusual teachers, mischievous 
kids, funny situations with an unexpected 
and surprising end are at the core of this 
book. The stories make the reader realise 
that first impressions may indeed be 
quite wrong!
96 Pages Tags: emotions

Fiabe al rovescio
Backwards Fairy Tales
Hansel and Gretel are the bakers of 
the Magic Cooking Pans Forest. They 
are famous for their delicious magical 
sweets. One day they have to rush and 
help Snow White, Sleeping Beauty and 
Pied Piper whose fairy-tales have been 
all mixed up!
96 Pages Tags: fantasy 

Emergenza lombrichi
Caterpillar Alert!
Caterpillars are mysteriously disappearing 
everywhere! Lilla and Pier start 
investigating. The main suspect is Ibisco 
Guerra, a dark wizard who has always 
been known to use caterpillars to create an 
immortality potion… but is that really so? 
80 Pages Tags: animals - fantasy

Il giornalino di Luca
Luca’s Little Newspaper
Luca dreams of becoming a journalist, 
just like his dad... A dad he never knew.
He is editor-in-chief of the school 
newspaper, but one day he realizes 
that a journalist sometimes has to take 
difficult and even dangerous decisions. 
96 Pages
Tags: emotions – social awareness 

Pizza, pidocchi e un genio 
nell’astuccio
Pizza, Head Lice and a Genius in the 
Pencilcase
All the stories presented in this book 
revolve around school time. The 
protagonists and settings are different, 
but all connected by the theme of 
growing up and learning.
96 Pages Tags: emotions

Un regalo dal bosco
A Gift from the Wood
Generoso the gnome finds in the forest 
a tired and cold cub, very different from 
all the animals he has ever known. This 
is the story of Giosuè, the only human 
child in the animal world of the forest. 
64 Pages Tags: emotions - animals

Ma quanto sei cresciuto?
How have you grown!
Big animals, big problems. This book 
is about prehistoric animals and their 
troubles: finding food, a safe place to 
rest and hide, friends to live with. Ask 
Pip the young dinosaur, who has to face 
all sorts of dangers to save himself and 
his friend Lulù!
112 Pages Tags: animals

Storie dalla preistoria
Stories from Prehistory
Seven stories tell us about the fantastic 
conquests of mankind on that distant 
age. Stories about kids facing sport 
challenges, mammoth cubs lost in 
blizzards, fire hunters…
112 Pages Tags: emotions

Tre sirene e un pirata
Three Mermaids and a Pirate
The group, made up of the charming 
fish-girls Perla, Aurora and Smallwave 
plus the pirate Greenbeard, on their first 
environmental mission ever!
96 Pages Tags: environment

In diretta dalla savana
Live from the Savannah
In the African Savannah, interviews are 
going on: a vain buffalo pack leader, a little 
bird that is always on the buffalo’s back, 
a fearsome leopard and an anteater who 
suffered the aggression of a brave ant…
128 Pages Tags: animals

Alla ricerca della memoria perduta
In Search of the Lost Memory
with Audio CD
The horrendous memory-stealing monster 
Pandemonio step into a classroom and 
steals teacher Giuditta’s memory. Will 
she ever recover it, with the help of her 
pupils?
128 Pages Tags: emotions
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Che bello un mondo diritto!
A Right(s) World, how nice!
OpenDyslexic’s characters
The events occurring to the protagonists 
of these two stories, one fantastic, the 
second realistic, equally help to put in the 
spotlight the topic of children’s rights.
128 Pages Tags: multiculturalism

Sissi e il concorso di Miss 
Nuvolabuia 
Sissi and Miss Darkcloud’s 
Competition
When Sissi is born, mom and dad 
realize there is something strange about 
her. When she turns twelve the problem 
become apparent: she is a fairy in a 
world of witches.
144 Pages Tags: emotions

Il tesoro del castello
The Castle’s Treasure
Federico is on holiday in the fascinating 
Apulia region. After realising he bears 
the same name as the famous Emperor 
Frederick II of Hohenstaufen and 
especially after visiting his great Castel 
del Monte, he gets more and more 
intrigued by the history of the place… till 
he and his friends become involved in a 
thrilling and mysterious series of events.
112 Pages
Tags: geography - environment

A tutto sport!
Sport all the Way!
Soccer, cycling, swimming, gymnastics, 
tennis, athletics, and volleyball: here 
are seven stories, one for each of 
these sports. Dedication, commitment, 
courage and friendships are the key 
topics of this book.
144 Pages Tags: sport - friendship

TomTom e i predoni Vichinghi
Tom Tom and the Viking Raiders
Due to a scientific experiment, during 
a summer vacation in Scandinavia 
TomTom, Anna and Kid find themselves 
thrown back to the year 1000 a.D. right 
in the middle of a Viking clan struggle!
144 Pages Tags: history - emotions

ORANGE SERIES
Novels and stories for expert readers, ready to explore with their imagination both the outside world and the worlds within themselves.

TomTom e il Re Scorpione
Tom Tom and the Scorpion King
On a school trip to the British Museum, 
TomTom, Anna and Kid are mysteriously 
thrown back in time, landing in the 
presence of the Scorpion King of 
Ancient Egypt.
144 Pages Tags: history - adventure

Venet vidi bici
Venet vidi bici (a bike Treasure Hunt in 
Veneto)
Chiara and Giancarlo are cousins, but 
do not go along well. Forced to spend 
a few days together, they engage in a 
bike treasure hunt in the Veneto region. 
The clues are to be looked for in different 
towns. And then, an incredible adventure 
in an amazing region begins…
144 Pages
Tags: geography- environment

Vacanze toscane
Tuscan Holidays
Ten days driving around Tuscany with 
grandfather, that’s a fantastic holiday 
for Tommaso and Camilla! They embark 
on an amazing journey, discovering the 
nature, the culture and the traditions of 
this fascinating Italian region.
112 Pages
Tags: geography- environment

Il mistero del tortellino mannaro
The Mystery of the Wolf Tortellino
Two young students, the Italian Yaki and 
the German Nora, spend several days on 
a treasure hunt in the Emilia Romagna 
region. Little by little, clue after clue, 
they learn to understand each other, 
and they also solve some mysteries in 
Nora’s life.
128 Pages
Tags: geography- environment
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Il segreto del mantello blu
The Secret of the Blue Mantle
After discovering a mysterious map, 
seven friends set off on a magical journey 
through the Marche region. Seven 
different locations hide fundamental 
clues: one location for each kid with his 
or her personal skills. What will be the 
final riddle to solve?
112 Pages
Tags: geography- environment

Il segreto di Nicola
Nicola’s Secret
Giulia is spending her summer holidays 
in Selinunte, Sicily, where, on a hill 
just above the beach, stand the ruins 
of ancient Greek temples. She makes a 
new friend there, the local boy Nicola. 
Together they will solve the mystery of 
the old temples.
144 Pages
Tags: geography - environment

Mai più!
Never again!
Four stories to deal with the suffering 
of young boys and girls who survived 
the darkest moment of the 20th century 
history. Liliana, David, Giona, Alberto 
live, in different positions, the tragedy of 
the persecution of the Jews during WWII.
96 Pages
Tags: history - social awareness - 
emotions

Tutti a bordo!
All on Board!
Alberica does not like too much the 
perspective of a trip by sailboat to Sardinia 
with her parents. But she will change her 
mind: in Sardinia Alberica will discover a 
whole new way of life, make new friends 
and even solve an old mystery! 
144 Pages
Tags: geography- environment

Le frittelle di Pericle
Pericle’s Pancakes
To help her school win the award for 
best newspaper, Camilla decides to 
pursue an exclusive feat: interviewing 
the ancient Greek leader Pericles. Will 
she make it?
128 Pages Tags: history 

Tre spie per un imperatore
Three Spies for an Emperor
Ippolito lives on the streets of Rome, 
under emperor Claudius, 1st century 
a.D. Competing with his friends Marco 
and Nevio, he sneaks into the Imperial 
palace… and becomes entangled in 
an imperial conspiracy! The boys will 
have to prove all their courage and 
endurance to face dangers and protect 
their Emperor.
144 Pages Tags: history – courage

Amore e Psiche
Love and Psyche
with Audio CD
A school field trip to the Louvre Museum 
in Paris provides the narrative background 
to two parallel stories of love and beauty. 
The story of Cupid and Psyche is brought 
back to life in front of the immortal beauty 
of Canova’s masterpiece.
112 Pages Tags: art - emotions

Lo SmontaBulli
The Bullies’ Demolisher
The dynamics of a classroom where 
rampant mischief rules, with three 
annoying bullies and two know-it-alls 
girls are dramatically changed by the 
arrival of a new classroom member, 
positive, polite, helpful,but not willing to 
be stepped on. The class will discover 
the true meaning of “in unity there is 
strength.”
128 Pages Tags: bullism

Alè-oò! La vittoria più bella
Alé-oò! The Most Spectacular Victory
The story of a group of friends, all players 
in the same soccer team.
The team performances are far from 
being encouraging, and the adversaries 
of the best team in town just make things 
worse. Davide and his friends will need 
to give their very best for a long time to 
win their day… in more than a sense.
112 Pages
Tags: self-awareness – courage – 
friendship
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M.C. Sampaolesi
La seconda guerra mondiale
World War II
The readings proposed allow one to 
investigate the key moments of the 
war as it was experienced in the Italian 
territory. Despite the tragic events, 
men and women show respect for 
one another, considering each other 
as brothers and sisters, even if in the 
conflict, they are enemies. The themes 
covered include: the Italian campaign 
in Russia, the retreat, the Shoah, the 
German occupation of Italy, genocide, 
‘the foibe massacres’, the Resistance, 
and the Liberation.
160 Pages

V. M. Nicolosi
Carte da lettera
Letters of Famous People from the 
Eightieth Century Onwards
A handwritten letter still gives rise to 
unique emotions and sensations. The 
first part of the volume contains the 
letters Antonio Gramsci wrote to his 
sons from Turi jail, where he gives 
them advice about school, reading and 
day to day life. Other letters follow that 
continue with the themes of affection 
and commitment, and are written by 
famous characters such as Kafka, Van 
Gogh, Natalia Ginzburg, Oriana Fallaci, 
Titian Terzani, Umberto Eco and others. 
128 Pages 

LeggerMENTE
VV. AA.        CEFR: A1 - A2

LeggerMENTE is a rich collection of books which successfully 
combines the pleasure of reading and the in-depth analysis of 
cultural and current issues.

LeggerMENTE is made up of different 
series: 
• Ora e poi (Now and afterwards) 
original novels, where current social 
or historical themes are often the 
kick-starter of the story 
• Non solo Lettere (Not only 
Literature) original novels, where the plot 
develops on a scientific, artistic or musical background, for a 
great mix of suspense, adventure and cultural content. 
• AttualMENTE (Current affairs) with a focus on different 
aspects of the contemporary world, AttualMENTE uses 
graphics, tables, cards and a variety of written texts to attract 
readers’ attention and raise their interest in the increasingly 
complex global issues.

Wonderful illustrations accompany the text.
A Dossier section in each volume provides information on 

the author, while Focus pages help to set each story in its 
own historical, geographical, cultural context. 

Fact Sheets highlight possible multi-cultural and cross-
curricular connections. 

Reading Paths at the end of the books 
support analysis of the texts, through:
• comprehension activities 
• critical thinking stops, followed 
by creative production

• vocabulary expansion activities
• Literary Café sections, where the 

literary dimension of the story and the readers’ 
real life experiences meet 

All the books of the LeggerMENTE collection are also available 
in ePub version (for all tablets, PCs, and most eReaders) 
particularly suitable for students with learning difficulties.

www.leggermente.info/catalogo/

ORA E POI (14,8x21 cm)

new new
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R. Melchiorre
Sulle tracce di Gandhi
Storia di un amore indiano
In the Footsteps of Gandhi
A Story of an Indian Love Story
In the novel, Gandhi’s life is intertwined 
with a story of bullying, friendship 
and love among adolescents. In the 
background, the reader learns about 
Mahatma’s teachings which changed 
the course of History forever. The 
volume also focuses on Gandhi’s 
Biography, India’s History from English 
domination to Independence, Gandhi, 
and the great religions.
128 Pages

F. Piccini, S. Savini
Sotto il segno della bilancia
Under the Sign of a Balance
Asia, together with a group of teenagers, 
embarks on a journey to discover 
her own body and soul. This journey 
enriches her, but also overwhelms her. 
She learns how to avoid becoming 
a slave of preconceived ideas about 
weight and physical appearance. 
Only by addressing the problem of 
her relationship with food, rather than 
trying to avoid it, is it possible for her 
to find the way to healthy psychlogical 
and physical development. This is the 
message of the young protagonist.
192 Pages

M. Maggi 
E il vento si fermò ad Auschwitz 
And the Wind stopped at Auschwitz
Wind represents the compassion of 
those who, in the drama of Auschwitz, 
did not remain indifferent, but who 
listened to the needs, the mute plights, 
the profound pain, and offered helped. 
This is what the protagonist of the 
book in the first part of the novel, Sara, 
confided to the author: “not everyone 
turned their backs on us, many saw our 
suffering and helped us.”
128 Pages

M. Strianese
IL DOMATORE DI LIBRI 
The Book Tamer
If you are 11 years old, hate books, 
and end up with a teacher who wants 
to make you read a book a month, what 
can you do? Become a book tamer.
176 Pages

M. Papeschi 
Sulle tracce della grande guerra 
On the Trail of the Great War
On the occasion of the centenary of 
the First World War, it is important to 
teach youths the aspects of a war not so 
far back in history that involved many 
nations, causing a huge number of 
casualties.
160 Pages

G. Di Vita 
IL MURO - Una storia berlinese 
The Wall - A Berlin Story
More than twenty five years after the 
reunification of Germany, the division 
of Berlin marked an unbridgeable 
distance between brothers, parents, 
children and friends. Peter, Dirk and 
Adriana, the protagonists of this book, 
find themselves suddenly separated by 
the Berlin Wall.
160 Pages

E. Colonnesi, S. Galligani 
Viaggio a Kabul 
A Trip to Kabul
In the dry and sunny landscape of 
Afghanistan, the destinies of three young 
adults, each one with a very different 
story, origin, education cross path. A 
dramatic event will bring them together: 
a destiny that will forever change their 
lives.
144 Pages

M. Giannattasio
Trappola nella rete
A Trap in the Web 
Try to step into the shoes of the 
protagonists. You will be able to decide if 
what is important is what appears, trends 
and challenges, or if the important things 
are friends, respect, and the ability to put 
yourself in other’s shoes. The volume 
ends with a Graphic Novel.
128 Pages 
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C. Scarpelli 
Il bullo innamorato 
A Bully in Love
The novel’s protagonist is a teenager, a 
bully, and many other teens around him. 
As they live through adolescence, the 
characters weave their lives into one story 
which details the doubts, the uncertainties, 
passions and contradictions typical of 
this age.
128 Pages

E. Colonnesi, S.Galligani 
STORIA DI ZHANG 
Zhang’s Story
Zhang, a fourteen-year old Chinese 
student meets an Italian girl, Giulia, in 
Beijing. Not only does she make his 
heart beat faster, but she will make him 
discover aspects of his great country 
that are still unknown to him.
128 Pages

R. Melchiorre 
MADIBA - Storia di amicizia, 
coraggio e libertà 
Madiba - A Story of Friendship, Courage 
and Freedom
Nelson Mandela’s story told to a 
boy by the old caretaker of a football 
field. An exciting novel about sport, 
friendship, love and freedom in which 
literary creativity and strict historical 
reconstruction blend perfectly. The 
best way to learn about and understand 
one of the most extraordinary figures in 
human history.
160 Pages

G. Di Vita 
ALYA E DIRAR 
Alya and Dirar
And the Wind stopped at Auschwitz 
Alya and Dirar, the characters in this 
novel, are a boy and a girl divided by a 
conflict which today still seems to have 
no end in sight, the one between Arabs 
and Israelis in Palestine.
176 Pages

F. Sarcuno 
Il diario di Edo
Edo’s Diary
Edoardo, a thirteen year old boy always 
on the run on his rickety bike, feels 
immobilized and cannot seem to 
surpass the mysterious tempest that has 
suddenly befallen his life.
176 Pages

A. Di Prisco 
IL POETA FAVOLOSO 
The Fabulous Poet
The book tells the story of Giacomo 
Leopardi’s life; it is written in first 
person to make the narration closer to 
the inner world of the adolescents and 
certainly more immediate in describing 
the existential journey taken by the poet. 
By reading the novel, fresh in language 
and full of interesting anecdotes, the 
kids will feel fascinated by Leopardi’s 
character, and will easily understand 
the cultural turmoil of the nineteenth 
century.
128 Pages

G. Di Vita
Onde 
Waves
An adventurous novel, inspired by a 
painting of the nineteenth century titled 
“The emigrants”. The descriptions of the 
locations, characters, their dialogues, 
adventures and misadventures, are 
the work of imagination, but the story 
is entirely based on historical facts 
starting from the nineteenth century 
leading up to these days.
160 Pages

M. Maggi 
Quando si aprirono le porte 
When They Opened the Doors
Venanzio Gibillini is called to arms, but 
later is caught because he left his military 
barracks after September 8, 1943 and no 
longer returned there. He is imprisoned 
and confined to the San Vittore prison and 
from there transferred to Flossenburg. 
An important testimony regarding the 
terrible experiences of prisoners in 
German concentration camps.
208 Pages 
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A. Cristofori 
Viva Verdi 
Long Live Verdi!
More than two hundred years after 
Giuseppe Verdi’s birth, this book celebrates 
one of the greatest artists of our time. In 
this volume you can find the scripts of 10 
operas by Giuseppe Verdi, from Nabucco 
to Falstaff.
208 Pages - With Audio CD

A. Sòcrati
L’uovo cosmico
The Cosmic Egg 
The protagonists of the story are four 
teenagers, two of which are blind, who all 
love art and have a true friendship.
96 Pages

M. Carpineti 
Un occhio nello spazio 
An Eye to Space
This fantastic adventure will bring the 
readers on a journey in space to get to 
know the planets, stars and galaxies “up 
close”.
176 Pages

NON SOLO LETTERE (14,8x21 cm)

M. Papeschi, S. Azzolari 
1848. Uno straordinario viaggio nella 
storia 
1848. An Extraordinary Journey 
through History
There are many ways to look at history. 
In these pages the reader is accompanied 
on an adventure to learn facts and people 
through identification and emotional 
participation.
208 Pages

L. Corvatta 
Una missione speciale 
A Special Mission
The novel tells of the wonderful and 
exciting adventure of Edo and Ale, two kids 
of our day, who suddenly find themselves 
in the Middle Ages, during the Crusades, 
to attend one of the key episodes in the 
history of Christianity: the translation of the 
Holy House of Loreto.
112 Pages

P. Ercolini 
Il valzer del bosco
The Forest Waltz 
Three tales with a scientific theme to 
teach characteristics and curiosities of 
three different types of habitats: lake, 
forest, and swamp.
128 Pages 
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ATTUALMENTE (16,5,8x24 cm)

AttualMENTE is the new fiction collection for middle 
and high school which treats themes and aspects of the 
contemporary world. 
All current issues are documented through a wide variety of 
writings, including non-continuous texts, such as graphics, 
tables or cards, with particular attention to the kids’ experience, 

with the aim to involve them and raise their interest in the 
increasingly complex global issues.
Each cover features a work of contemporary art - a photograph, 
a sculpture, a mural etc. - that introduces the theme of the 
book, emotionally involving kids and raising questions for 
debate. 

G. Di Vita
Costituzione e legalità
Constitution and Legality
The first three chapters are devoted to 
the Constitution and to the main Italian 
and European institutions. The other 
four deal with social issues, such as 
new technologies, solidarity, tolerance 
and environmental issues. At the end 
of the volume there is an anthology 
section of texts and numerous teaching 
activities.
128 Pages

V. Giuliani
E TU? - Percorsi di cittadinanza
attiva per comprendere il nostro 
tempo
And you? – Citizenship to Better 
Understand Our Time
The nine stories outlined in this book are the 
starting point for reflection on key topics 
of our time and on issues of common 
interest to teenagers. Among the activities 
proposed are searching information, 
data interpretation, document collection, 
source consultation, understanding of 
different text types, information selection, 
processing of one’s own product, drawing 
up of a written text and the production of a 
convincing oratory.
144 Pages

S. Lisi, C. Piccinini, F. Senigagliesi 
Sguardo sul mondo 
A Look on the World
The book, mainly non-fiction, presents 
various content types, including even 
those usually not addressed in the 
anthologies: continuous texts, literary 
and essays, and non-continuous texts, 
such as graphs and cards. Ample space 
is reserved to authentic newspaper 
articles. Subjects covered: new 
technologies, global power, respect for 
rules, drugs, emigration.
176 Pages

R. Melchiorre 
Storie di oggi
Today’s Stories
A collection of stories enriched with 
original documents for a deeper 
understanding of the issues presented. It 
starts with a narrative text, then proceeds 
to analyse the described phenomena, 
their causes, consequences, and their 
dimensions. Each text is accompanied 
by explanatory notes and educational 
activities aimed at the development 
of key competencies important for 
citizenship.
144 Pages
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